Abstract: The foaming of regranulate made from recycled PET bottles was examined, varying two important technological parameters: holding pressure, and the amount of material injected into the mould cavity, which was controlled with the switchover point. It was shown with optical and density tests that these parameters have a significant effect on the foam structure, which greatly influences mechanical properties.
Introduction
One of the largest branches of polymer industry is the packaging industry, and within this the use and recycling of PET bottles is gaining more and more prominence. In 2010, 97.1% of PET was used for packaging in Hungary, while the share of PET in all packaging was 20.6%. These bottles have a short life cycle, and are mostly used only once so they generate a massive amount of waste. This waste can be recycled in several ways: most commonly as a clothes industry raw material or in the form of plastic strips or sheets, but its use for plastic bottles is also more and more widespread [1, 2] .
Another possibility is reuse as engineering plastic. PET is an excellent engineering plastic (hard, rigid, highly wear-proof, good dimensional stability, physiologically neutral, resistant to weak acids and alkalis, little water absorption). Although its characteristics degrade during recycling, it can still serve as a good alternative to various polymers, and with the proper preparation it can be used for the original purpose (e.g. manufacturing bottles from bottles). In addition various "value-adding" processes can be applied, such as foaming, using special additives, or making the plastic flame retardant [3, 4] .
Foaming is a common procedure in the plastic industry. It can be a separate technology (e.g. manufacturing EPS foam), or part of another manufacturing process (e.g. injection moulding, extrusion). There are also various classifications (according to foam structure, density or manufacturing procedure). The procedures can be classified into three groups according to manufacturing process:  mechanical: the gas is mixed with the plastic mechanically;  physical: two types are possible  gas is blown into the melt or  a foaming agent of low boiling point is added, which creates the foaming gas through a change of state;  chemical: the foaming gas is produced with a chemical reaction [5, 6] .
There are more and more articles about the foaming of PET in the literature. These describe various methods (physical/chemical extrusion foaming, creating a sandwich structure, injection moulding, hot forming, etc.). Most extrusion and injection moulding experiments use physical foaming, which produces a more uniform foam structure and lower density (down to 0.2-0.5 g/cm 3 ) can be achieved than with chemical foaming, but separate equipment is needed for the introduction of the high-pressure gas. Chemical foaming on the other hand can be done on a normal extruder/injection moulding machine without additional equipment. I used chemical foaming in my experiments [7] .
In the foam injection moulding of recycled PET the viscosity of the polymer is important. This is determined not only by processing parameters but also by molecular structure. In secondary materials molecule length decreases considerably, which can be attributed to multiple processing. This leads to a decrease in the intrinsic viscosity of the melt, and the processability of the material is decreased. This can be dramatically improved by adding chain extenders. These materials connect to the ends of several polymer chains, this way increasing their length and the number of branches, thus increasing intrinsic viscosity of the material, giving it better processability [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The goal of the experiment is to produce an engineering plastic part from recycled PET using foam injection moulding, and to reveal the connection between the holding pressure and switchover point, and the physical and mechanical properties of the product.
Description of the equipment, raw materials and technology
The regranulate used to manufacture the product were made from recycled and ground PET. Before processing the granules were dried at 50 degrees Celsius for 6 hours in each case. CESA Extend chain extender (Clariant) was added, its proportion was 2%. The foaming agent was Safoam RPC-40 (Reedy International). Injection moulding was done with an Arburg Allrounder Advance 370S 700-290 injection moulding machine. The polymer was ground and recycled PET, turned into granules. In the injection moulding cycle I used a 0.1 mm mould opening after holding pressure, as a result of which the surface of the product did not get into contact with the mould and so no external pressure was exerted on it, which could have inhibited foaming. This led to better foaming. The samples were manufactured with three different holding pressure profiles. Table 1 contains the main settings and technological parameters used during manufacturing, Table 2 . contains the holding pressure profiles and Table 3 . contains the switchover point values. The foam structure of samples was examined with an Olympus optical microscope. Different settings resulted in various foam structures in the samples. The longitudinal section of the parts provides information about the foamed layer in their centre, while the cross section shows the cell size. Using the microscope images I estimated the average cell size by looking at 50-50 cells. I made an estimate for all cells using the volume of the foamed part and the cell size (taking into consideration of the density of the raw material and the foaming gas).
Mechanical properties were determined with a three-point bending test with a Zwick Z020 universal testing machine. Testing was performed at room temperature with the following technological parameters: supporting pin distance: L=28mm, loading speed: v=10mm/min. Table 4 . contains the main characteristics of the foamed layer and the cells, and Fig.1 . shows the various microscope images at various holding pressures. Using high holding pressure the volume ratio of the foamed layer is 50%, and few large cells were produced (300 µm/4000), at medium holding pressure the foamed layer is 62% and more (17000) smaller cells (240 µm) were produced, while at small holding pressure the ratio of foamed layer was largest (66%) and also this produced the smallest size and largest number of cells (220 µm/25000). This can be attributed to the amount of material injected into the mould: using higher holding pressure more melt enters the mould cavity, a higher internal pressure is created and this inhibits the growing of foamed layer more. Also, the forming cells can spread less so the little cavities connect and form larger cavities, which results in fewer but larger cells inside the product. Table 5 . includes the properties of the foam structure, and Fig. 2 . shows the microscope images at various switchover points. Changing the switchover point has the same effect like changing holding pressure: higher values mean less melt in the cavity. The switchover point is normally at the end of the fill phase, but at foam injection moulding it can be before the end of fill. In this case the foaming process causes the melt filling the cavity (and the holding pressure).
Results

Foam structure
Figure 1. Cell structure forming at high (a), medium (b), and low (c) holding pressure
When the switchover point was increased, the average size of the cells did not change significantly, the range is about 15%. There is no regularity in the volume ratio of the foamed layer but the change of values within a range of 5%, as opposed to the values in the case of the holding pressure, when the range was much wider, namely 17%. 
Density
The densities of the samples at various holding pressure profiles can be seen in Fig. 5 . When the holding pressure was high, medium and low, the density of the samples was 1,28 g/cm 3 , 1,2 g/cm 3 , and 1,17 g/cm 3 , respectively. Since the volume of the samples is the same, the density is determined by the amount of material injected and the extent of foaming. The goal during foaming is that the appropriate product quality and surface quality is provided by foaming. This can be ensured by decreasing the holding pressure, which results in less material entering the mould, and the mass and consequently the density of the product decreases. Figure 5 . The effect of the holding pressure profile on the density Fig 6. shows the densities of samples made with different switchover points. As the switchover point was increased, the density of the samples decreased very slightly, by only a few hundredths of g/cm 3 . This change can be ignored compared to the effect of holding pressure. /cm 3 ) specific flexural strength was measured, while at medium and low holding pressure a nearly identical 25 MPa/(g/cm 3 ) was measured, which is close to 30% less. The results -compared to the foam structure -show that as the holding pressure decreases, the proportion of the foamed part increases and the average size of the cells, and the specific strength decrease. The same tendency can be observed in the case of modulus values, too. In the case of high holding pressure specific flexural modulus is 750 MPa/(g/cm 3 ), while with medium and low holding pressure specific flexural modulus is close to 400 MPa/(g/cm 3 ). The results are similar to the values measured when holding pressure was varied: as the cells grew in the foam structure, the strength also increased: at higher switchover points strength and rigidity were higher. An explanation can be that larger but fewer cells break up the continuity of the structure less and the layer of material is thicker and thus stronger between cells so the part can withstand higher loads. 
Summary
The results obtained during the experiments showed that variation in the holding pressure and switchover point both influence the structure and properties of the foamed product considerably. When holding pressure was decreased, the volume ratio of the foamed part in the product increased, and cell size decreased, along with density and strength. When the switchover point was increased no correlation could be observed in the volume ratio of the foamed part but the average size of the cells increased. Density slightly decreased but it was negligible compared to the effect of holding pressure on density. Strength and modulus increased when thinner foamed layer were evolved with larger cells. Based on the results it can be said that density was greatly influenced by variations of holding pressure, while the foam structure was significantly influenced by variations in both holding pressure and switchover point. The mechanical properties can be explained with the foam structure: the thinner foamed layer with larger, but fewer cells break up the continuity of the structure less, the part can withstand higher loads.
